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Job Description & Terms of Reference for a Rowing High Performance Leading Coach 

 

 

Objective 

 

The Amateur Rowing Association (ARASL) is seeking applications for the position of Lead Coach in its High-
Performance Programme.  
 
The preferable candidate will be an overseas Coach. 
 
The successful candidate to the position of Overseas Coach will be responsible for planning and implementing 
an intensive training programme for elite and development international rowing squads. He/she will also be 
responsible for providing general direction to a team of full and/or part‐time High-Performance Coaches.  
 
The short- and long-term High Performance Development Program must be in line with the long-term strategy, 
philosophy and policy of the Ministry of sports and the Amateur Rowing Association of Sri Lanka (ARASL), for 
the rowing athletes to achieve optimal results at the international level.  
 

 

Reporting structure  

 

The Leading Coach will have to work with a team of coaches comprising the Local National Coach and his 

Assistant Coaches along with the International High Performance Rowing Consultant Coach under Olympic 

Solidarity program who all report to the ARASL Ex- co. 

 

The Leading Coach will also have to work together with the other national specialists and trainers involved in the 

squad's training program and competition program in accordance with the agreed allocation of tasks.  

The Leading Coach in consultation with the National Coach and the Consultant Coach will report to the Ministry 

of Sports and the ARASL periodically on the progress of the individual athletes in the National Pool on the basis 

of a personal development plan (PDP). Principal result responsibilities  

In general: the Leading coach is primarily responsible for the training and coaching of rowers who are part of the 

squad, leading to top results being achieved at International competitions.  
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1. Trains elite athletes and analyzing. 

 

➢ Delivery of a high performing daily training environment for nationally identified athletes  
 

➢ Providing the National Leadership Team with a high quality training and competition plan including 
athlete training schedule, camps, competition, testing and athlete progress benchmarks to assist 
with effective service planning, monitoring and delivery for nationally identified group of directly 
coached athletes. 

 
➢ Draws up a overall strategy to achieve above stated objectives. 

 
➢ Drafts a specific training plan (mental, technical, tactical, physical and group development), 

evaluates it and makes adjustments where necessary.  

 
➢ Draws up daily training programs and coordinates them with all technical elements of the elite 

athlete's program; is responsible for the squad / team selection.  

 
➢ Analyses opponents and draws up a competition plan.  

  
➢ Conducts pre- and post-event analyses.  

 
2 Supervises the technical development of elite athletes:  

 

 
➢ Draws up a multi-year plan for the development of the athletes.  

 
➢ Draws up an annual plan and an annual program.  

 
➢ Evaluates and adjusts planning in collaboration with the national coach/coaches, the elite athletes 

and other support staff.  

 
➢ Supervises, informs, advises, and supports elite athletes with every aspect (technical, tactical, 

physical, mental) of their career development.  

 
➢ Ensures that there are periodical consultations with the athlete about the athlete's progress (at 

least every 6 weeks) and produces a written report.  

 
➢ Records the progress made by each individual athlete in a Personal Development Plan (PDP).  

 
 

3 Directs and manages the elite-rowing support national squads/teams:  

 
➢ Directs National Coach and his assistant coaches and actively trains them.  

 
➢ Integrates the input of experts in periodization.  

 
➢ Ensures athletes abide by agreements in respect of rules of conduct and obligations imposed by 

the TSO. 5. Gathers, develops and shares knowledge on technical aspects of the sport:  

 
➢ Seeks out relevant scientific and other developments that can contribute to the performance of 

elite athletes and creates opportunities for implementing them.  

➢ Participates in and develops knowledge networks within the stakeholders; + 
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➢ Works specifically and actively on his own development on the basis of a personal development 

plan.  

 
 

4. The profile of the successful candidate will include the following: 
 

 
➢  Proven capability and experience in planning, developing and directing a rowing high 

performance strategy and structure leading to international success on the world stage. 
 

➢  Experience at international level in leading rowers, coaches, science and medical professionals 
through all levels of performance. 
 

➢  Significant experience and expertise in applying modern coaching techniques. 
 

➢ A highly informed understanding of the challenges facing Sri Lanka rowers performing across the 
range of world class key events. 

 
➢ A confident, hard working, self motivated individual with strong interpersonal, communication and 

presentation skills. 
 

➢ Excellent command of written & spoken English language. 
 
 
Qualifications and Experience  
 

➢ Several years’ experience in international rowing. 
  

➢ Tertiary qualifications in Sports Coaching. 
 

➢ National Coach Accreditation Scheme (NCAS) Level 3 or equivalent. 
  

➢ Experience in management of a National Medal winning rowing program at a International Level. 
 

➢ Computer skills for communication and data management are essential  
 
 
Employment Status: Full time  
 
Employment Contract Duration: 2 years renewable up to 4 years (with annual performance reviews) 
Location: Colombo  Sri Lanka 
  
Salary: Negotiable 
 
For more details contact the President, Mr. Dimuth Gunawardena dimuth-g@itochu.com.lk  
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